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aka Serena Anderlini-D’Onofrio, PhD, 
dedicates her life to research, teaching 
and practice in the arts of love.  

 
She is the founder of #Alchemies of 
#Ecosexual #Love, a leader in the 
ecosexual movement, and an expert in 
the ecology of love.  

 
Her oeuvre has bridged gaps and 
opened pathways between the world of 
academic research and the knowledge 
that emanates from communities that 
practice love in ways that are open, 
conscious, holistic, fluid and inclusive.  
 
Thanks to her graduate education at the 
University of California, Riverside, she 
has completed her career as a Full 
Professor at the University of Puerto  

 

 
 

Rico, Mayagüez, with a wide range of peer-reviewed publications and 
a number of original courses.  
 
She is also trained in Tantra, Tao, the Landmark Forum, ISTA, 
ecosexual expression, holistic health and massage. She has 
facilitated in Hawaii, Sweden, Italy, the USA, Puerto Rico and Estonia.  
 

She is now a sex-positive educator and she has participated in the 
project Free2Love, the first Tantra Festival online in Italian. She has 
been involved in the ecovillage movement since 2005. In 2012 she 
keynoted at the 2012 Ecosex Symposiun, and in 2007 at Loving 
More.  
 
An award-winning writer, activist, facilitator, scholar, filmmaker, 
professor, editor, and cultural theorist, she co-edited the collection 
Ecosexuality (2015), and co-directed Playa Azul I Love You (2016).  
“Her prophetic books,” including Eros (2006, 2021) and Gaia (2009), 
“have inspired readers around the world,” Dr. Susan M. Block has 
said.  
 
Her inspirational memoir EROS: The Wisdom of Love is now available 
in English and Italian. Dr. SerenaGaia believes that “a world where it 
is safe to love is a world where it is safe to live,” and intends to create 
that world with her sacred activism.  

 
Websites: serenagaia.org – ecosexlove.org 
 
Facebook Pages:  
https://www.facebook.com/ErosBookClub/ 
https://www.facebook.com/AlchemyToo/ 
https://www.facebook.com/GaiaBlessings/ 
https://www.facebook.com/drserenagaia 
 
Contact: serena.anderlini@gmail.com  
                  +39329 477 9406 (WhatsApp) 

  
 


